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Cover letter 
Foreword 
Before writing a good cover letter, it is important that you take the following steps first: 

 On the internet (LinkedIn in particular can be a good medium), look up all the information
about the organisation, and the structure of the team you would be joining if hired.

 Research whether there is someone within the company or the organisation that you may
know (directly or through acquaintances) and try to get as much “inside information” from
them as possible. Only then will you know what you should or should not include in your
letter.

 Formulate a good question before contacting a member of the application committee. If this
was a pleasant discussion, you can refer to this in the first paragraph of your cover letter.
Make sure not to ask questions that you could have answered yourself by browsing the
website effectively, and always ask if it would be convenient for you to call.

Structure of the cover letter 
 Your name and address details

 Company address details and contact name

 City and date

 Subject (including vacancy number)

 Salutation: e.g. “Dear Ms X” or “Mr X”. Pay attention to the use of capital letters, such as
“Dear Ms Van Doorn”.

Paragraph 1: How do you attract attention? 
You attract attention when you have spent sufficient time researching the organisation or company in 
advance. This lets you know what the appropriate style is (formal or informal) and what the best tone 
to take is. In your opening statements, you can refer to a pleasant phone discussion or show your 
involvement some other way. 

Paragraph 2: Why do you want to work at organisation X? 
In the second paragraph, you describe why you want to work for organisation X. Think carefully about 
your motivation and try to be original instead of offering standard reasons. If you have done an 
internship with a similar organisation, mention this to support your motivation. 

Paragraph 3: Why are you the best candidate for this position? 
In the third paragraph, convince the reader that you are the best candidate for the position. 
In a Dutch letter, you do not write this down literally, but demonstrate it instead: by telling 
about your experience (through your education and/or work experience), explaining your 
competencies and drawing a link to the position, so that it becomes clear to the reader that 
you would enjoy working with them and that you can solve their “problem”. 
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Paragraph 4: How to conclude the cover letter? 
Example: 
 
I would like to further clarify my motivations and CV in a personal discussion. I look forward to your 
response. 
 
Kind regards, 
 
X 
 
Annex: Curriculum Vitae 

 

Finishing touches 
Before actually sending your cover letter, take the following steps: 

 Have both your CV and cover letter read by different people. In any case, ask them to pay 

attention to spelling mistakes. 

 Ensure a matching layout in your CV and cover letter. 

 Save your letter in pdf format and give it an obvious title, such as “Cover Letter of X X'”. 

 


